
Fig 2. Note: The screw bolts are different lengths. To
reuse factory well nuts, lubricate the four well nuts with
soap or saliva and insert them into ZG screen from the
backside as shown above. Note: If old factory well nuts
are deformed (as shown above) you may want to change
them out with our ZG well nut kit part #32-111.
Caution: Screen tabs are fragile and will break off if applied
with heavy pressure.

Fig 3. After installing all four well nuts on your new
ZG windscreen, insert the windscreen from the back-
side and slide the windscreen forward, lifting the upper
fairing as shown.
Caution: Upper fairing are unforgiving and will break off if

pulled to much.

Honda CBR600RR 2013-Present DIY Windscreen Install
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Helpful hints: Use metric tools, clean hands, put the bike on a stand. Do not pry on the screen excessively, as it can break
without warning.

Installation Instructions for Honda CBR 600RR 2013-Present
Thank you for purchasing one of Zero Gravity’s windscreens which has been designed and manufactured to give years of safe
and fun riding. This instruction manual gives you an in-depth look at the installation process. To receive further assistance or parts
please e-mail techinfo@zerogravity-racing.com.

PLEASE READ BEFORE MOUNTING YOUR WINDSCREEN
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Fig 1. To remove windscreen, remove both mirrors
first. Locate and remove both mirror fasteners located
on the outside fairing mirror foot. Remove four wind-
screen screws. Remove four well nuts by pulling them
down through the bottom fairing hole. Slide windscreen
to the rearward and lift the upper fairing to free the
windscreen.

Top Screws

Fig 4. While lifting the upper left fairing with one
hand slide/push left side of the bottom wellnut first, into
grommet hole as shown above. Simultaneously insert-
ing the front windscreen, slide peg into the fairing slot.
Caution: The peg or windscreen will break off if forced.
Repeat the same steps on the right side. Finally, align
windscreen and wellnut holes and insert and tighten
top and bottom screws. Install mirrors to finish.
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Warning: Forcing a used, deformed Well
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cracking the windscreen. ZG recommends
replacing old Well Nuts if they cannot be
easily inserted into the mounting hole.
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http://www.zerogravity-racing.com/fasteners_32_111.php

